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SUMMARY
The past two decades have seen increasing sophistication in software work. Now and in the future, the work
of both practitioners and researchers would be helped by a more objective and finer granularity recognition
of types of software evolution and software maintenance activities as actually done. To these ends, this paper
proposes a clarifying redefinition of the types of software evolution and software maintenance. The paper
bases the proposed classification not on people’s intentions but upon objective evidence of maintainers’
activities ascertainable from observation of activities and artifacts, and/or a before and after comparison of
the software documentation. The classification includes taking into account in a semi-hierarchical manner
evidence of the change or lack thereof in: (1) the software, (2) the documentation, (3) the properties of the
software, and (4) the customer-experienced functionality. A comparison is made with other classifications
and typologies. The paper provides a classified list of maintenance activities and a condensed decision tree
as a summary guide to the proposed evidence-based classification of the types of software evolution and
software maintenance. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our motivations for proposing a finer grained objective classification of the types of activities involved
in software evolution and software maintenance have been primarily the following three:
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• Practitioners undertake a great variety of activities in accomplishing software evolution and
software maintenance, but such variety has often been obscured by the use of broadly inclusive
terms such as ‘perfective maintenance’. As has been long reported in the field, practitioners use
diverse skill sets and operate in a wide variety of situations [1–3]. Practitioners could more easily
receive recognition for the results they achieve and the effort, skill, and knowledge they apply
if an objective evidence-based finer-grained classification were used for software evolution and
software maintenance work.
• Managers involved in software evolution and software maintenance have great difficulty in
defining, justifying, budgeting, staffing, supervising, accounting for, marshalling resources
for, and assessing the work when coarse non-objective measures are used [4]. Things not
appropriately named are often undervalued and treated as miscellaneous or trivial, since
communication about them is made more cumbersome.
• Researchers need relevant descriptive names for the types of activities they observe when
studying software evolution and software maintenance. As has been noted elsewhere, researchers
have been using the same terminology but with different meanings, and using different
terminology but with the same meanings, for common activities [5]. This complicates
researchers’ work when trying to build on the theoretical and empirical work of other researchers
in software evolution and software maintenance.
Our main objectives in proposing a refined classification for the types of software evolution and
software maintenance have been to:
• base the classification on objective evidence ascertainable from observation and/or a before and
after comparison of the software, even when the knowledge of the personnel originally involved
is no longer accessible;
• make the granularity of the proposed classification realistically reflect the actual mix of activities
observed in the practice of software evolution and software maintenance;
• extend prior work on types of software maintenance [6] and on an ontology of software
maintenance [3] to encompass software evolution as well as software maintenance;
• provide a realistic and practical classification to facilitate communication about, and the
management of, software evolution and maintenance among researchers, practitioners, and their
managers;
• supply a classification independent of the operating system, the hardware platform, the languages
of implementation, organizational practices, design methodologies, and access to the personnel
involved in doing the work; and
• offer enough consistency with existing terminology and definitions used in the field, to facilitate
acceptance of our proposed classification and provide reasonable continuity.
Early published work classifying software maintenance captured primarily practitioner concerns.
In 1972, Canning [7] summarized these in his landmark article “That Maintenance ‘Iceberg”’. As he
reported, practitioners saw maintenance narrowly as correcting errors, and broadly as expanding and
extending software functionality. Some practitioners also included accommodating to changes in the
underlying system software or hardware. To rationalize the practitioners’ varied recognition of types
of software maintenance, Swanson [8] in 1976 offered a typology of software maintenance. Swanson
based his typology on the software system’s owners’/users’ dominant objective or intention in, or
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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‘. . . basis. . . ’ for, requesting or undertaking the maintenance work—i.e., what was seen as the cause or
purpose of the maintenance, or why was the maintenance to be done [1,2,9]. As a mutually exclusive
and exhaustive typology [10, p. 153], the three intentions for software maintenance Swanson pointed
to were, in summary:
• to perfect the system in terms of its performance, processing efficiency, or maintainability
(‘perfective maintenance’);
• to adapt the system to changes in its data environment or processing environment (‘adaptive
maintenance’); and
• to correct processing, performance, or implementation failures of the system (‘corrective
maintenance’).
Such intentions, unless specifically recorded by the personnel involved at the time of the event,
cannot in general be reliably and consistently determined after the fact from available objective
evidence. Intentions reflect a mix of the character of the maintenance and the organizational and
political context. Consider an example: In an organization, a user for over a year of a softwareimplemented system, for a second time initiates a change request asking for maintenance to correct
a ‘bug’—a functionality that is still not working as was specified in the user’s requirements for the
development of the system. The vice president with budgetary authority, who denied the prior change
request for this same maintenance, approves the current change request as ‘perfective maintenance’,
not because she believes it would correct anything, but because she believes there now is a real
business need for the software to be improved to provide the requested functionality. Since the work
involves modifying the system’s GUI, the software maintenance manager assigns the change to the
team deploying the new larger but more energy-efficient monitors, in order to give the team a realistic
test case in its ‘adaptive maintenance’. When the work is completed, what type of maintenance was it?
That said, an intentions basis for a maintenance typology is appropriate for and can be used in some
kinds of valuable research, as has been well demonstrated, for instance, by Lientz and Swanson [10].
For example, Lientz and Swanson in 1980 found confirmation that software maintenance ‘. . . consists
largely of continued development. . . ’ [10, p. 151,11]. ‘Continued development’ that changes the
system’s functionality or properties as experienced by the customer of the system, is also commonly
called ‘software evolution’ [12].

2. CURRENT STATE OF THE FIELD
Swanson’s typology has been influential among researchers [13]. Many researchers have adopted
the terminology (‘corrective’, ‘adaptive’, ‘perfective’) but few researchers have used the typology
as Swanson defined it. Instead, they have given different meanings to the terms, and not agreed
among themselves on the meanings. While this freshness has sometimes been invigorating, the lack
of agreement on the meaning of commonly used terms has added to the chaos in the field by
making it difficult for researchers to build upon each other’s work. To its credit, the IEEE put out a
glossary [14] that includes the terms ‘corrective maintenance’, ‘adaptive maintenance’, and ‘perfective
maintenance’. However, the definitions given in that IEEE Glossary are partially inconsistent with
Swanson’s definitions [8,14].
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Corrective
Perfective

∗ Default type within the cluster.
‡ A subtype of Enhancements.
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rules
Corrective
Enhancive∗

Adaptive

Adaptive∗
Perfective

Perfective
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Reductive

Perfective

Preventive

Software
properties

Documentation

NI
NI
NI
Perfective
Perfective
Perfective

Training
Consultive
Evaluative∗
Reformative
Updative∗
Groomative

Support
interface

(All)
(All)
(All)
Perfective
Perfective
Perfective
enhancement
Perfective, or
Preventive, or
Preventive Perfective enhancement
Perfective
Perfective
enhancement
Adaptive
Perfective
enhancement
Perfective
Perfective
enhancement
Corrective
Corrective
Perfective
Perfective
enhancement

NI
NI
NI
Perfective
Perfective
Perfective

ISO/IEC 14764 [27]

Intention-based definitions
Swanson [8] IEEE [14,23]

Type

Cluster

Evidence-based (Chapin et al.)

Corrective
Evolutive

Anticipative or
Preventive
Anticipative or
Perfective
Anticipative or
Adaptive
Evolutive

Preventive‡
Corrections, or
Implementation change
Changed existing
requirements‡
Changed existing
requirements‡
Corrective
New requirements‡

User support
User support
(All)
Preventive
Preventive
Perfective

ESF/EPSOM [33]

NI
NI
(All)
(All)
(All)
Enhancements

Kitchenham et al. [3]

Activity-based definitions

Table I. Approximate correspondence between definitions of types. Correspondence with the Chapin et al.
definitions exists only when objective evidence confirms the activity. NI—not included; (All)—implicit in all
included activities.
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Nearly all researchers have made modifications, especially to the definitions, some explicitly such
as [15–18] but most implicitly or tacitly such as [19–22], even when retaining the use of the terms
‘corrective’, ‘adaptive’, and ‘perfective’. The IEEE 1998 standard on software maintenance [23] uses
the three terms as part of the standard but for definitions it uses ones not fully consistent with either the
Swanson [8] or the IEEE Glossary [14] terms. Some researchers and practitioners have drawn upon the
ISO/IEC 12207 standard [24–26] that underlies the ISO/IEC 14764 standard [27], where the definitions
are again different.
Other literature, as from industry, has followed a similar pattern, such as [28–30]. Terminology
and definitions differ greatly between industries or domains, from organization to organization, and
even within an organization (e.g., [31]). Organizations’ in-practice typologies are frequently more
detailed and recognize more types or activities than the three types in the Swanson typology. These
more detailed typologies are useful in time and resource expenditure reporting, project progress
reporting, cost allocating, budgeting, doing quality assurance, supervising programmers and analysts
doing software maintenance, revising job descriptions, making skills inventories, hiring, planning staff
needs, etc.
Such commonly encountered deviations in types and their definitions suggest that the time is ripe for
a fresh classification of the types of software evolution and maintenance to meet the current concerns
and needs of researchers and of practitioners and their managers. Serious efforts in that direction have
either continued the intention-based approach, e.g. the ISO/IEC 14764 standard [27], or have drawn
upon prior work on the activities and tasks involved in doing software maintenance, e.g. [1,2,6,32].
Among the major results has been the Euréka Software Factory’s European Platform for Software
Maintenance (ESF/EPSOM) [33], and the software ontology [3]. Table I summarizes half a dozen
typologies. Even when the terminology, such as ‘perfective’, is the same in two or more typologies, the
definitions of those terms are different in each with few exceptions.
In the next section (Section 3), we present our proposal, and follow that with its application in
Section 4. After a discussion in Section 5 of matters asked about by reviewers of drafts of this paper,
we close with conclusions in Section 6. Readers may find it helpful to understand our definitions of 25
terms as given in Appendix A.

3. PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION
3.1. Three criteria
We base our classification on work performed on the software of the evolved or maintained system,
deliberately done as activities or processes, and observed, manifested or detected in:
• A—the software;
• B—the code; and
• C—the customer-experienced functionality.
Evidence of activities that produce these changes serves as the criteria; observation and comparison
provide the evidence. The comparison is of the relevant parts of the software as of before the alleged
evolution or maintenance, with the relevant parts of the software as of after the alleged evolution or
maintenance. The observation is of the activities and their artifacts. None of the criteria require or
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Impact of the types of software evolution and maintenance.

depend upon personnel’s statements or recollections of intentions about, the causes of, the reasons for,
or the purposes of the software evolution or software maintenance. But the reverse is sometimes true,
that the objective evidence can sometimes be used to identify or infer the causes, purposes, intentions,
reasons, or requirements for work done.
As the recent ontology has pointed out [3], software evolution or maintenance commonly involves
several to many processes or activities that may result in from none to many changes in the software.
From the set of all changes observed, made, or detected as attempted from the evidence, a dominant
process or grouping of processes or activities typically emerges, with supporting or associated
processes or groupings usually also present. We define our proposed classification to be exhaustive with
mutually exclusive types, grouped into clusters, where any instance of software evolution or software
maintenance may involve a mix or aggregate in any order of some or all of the types, even though one
type may be deemed or observed as dominant.
The order of the types and their clusters is significant because of their different impacts, as Figure 1
illustrates. One dimension is the impact of the evolution or maintenance on the customer’s ability to
function effectively using the software-implemented system in meeting its goals—i.e., the business
process impact on the customer—or how the customer does its/his/her business and the customer’s
satisfaction with the system [34]. This is drawn from left (low impact) to right (high impact). The
number of blocks suggests the likely range of the business process impact on the customer. For
instance, enhancing the software with new functionality for the customer typically has more effect
on the customer’s ability to meet its goals than does changing the non-code documentation. The other
dimension is the impact of the evolution or maintenance on the software itself. This is diagrammed top
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(low impact) to bottom (high impact). For instance, reformatting a page of a user manual typically has
less effect on the software than does correcting (fixing) a bug.
3.2. Type clusters
In the form of a condensed decision tree, Figure 2 summarizes our proposal for an objective-evidencebased classification. The three criteria decisions—A, B, C—route to the appropriate cluster of types.
Within each cluster, the type decisions characterize the type. Because of the significance patterns
illustrated in Figure 1, the decision tree in Figure 2 is read from left to right for increasing impact
on either or both the software and the business processes. The types are shown in four clusters, and
within each cluster are read from bottom to top for increasing impact on either or both the software
and the customer business processes.
Type decisions in the form of questions are asked about particular evidence. Note that in Figure 2,
because of the limited space available, the wording of the decisions is abbreviated from the wording
and explanations given here in the text of this paper. The associated types are shown in italics to the
right of the type decisions and are only applicable when the associated responses to the respective type
decisions are ‘Yes’. Note that no decisions are asked about management matters or quality assurance.
This is because we regarded relevant selections from those processes and activities as part of all of the
types of software evolution and software maintenance.
Since software evolution or software maintenance typically involves many processes or activities,
determining the type requires asking many of the questions in the decision tree. Progression to the right
or higher in the decision tree leaves all to the left and lower as active candidate types. For example,
if the maintenance done was the updating of the UML component diagrams but not the user manual,
then the choice on the criterion decision A is ‘Yes’ and on B and C is ‘No’. Hence, since no software
functionality or properties were changed, then the types likely done in such a situation are updative,
reformative, evaluative, consultive, or training, or some combination of them. One of these types
may have dominated. If none dominated or a single type name was wanted, then the default choice
is whatever ‘Yes’ answer to a type decision indicates the greatest impact (i.e., that which is farthest to
the right and highest in that cluster). In this example, that cluster is ‘documentation’ and the type is
updative. The highest impact type is also the default choice when the objective evidence to discriminate
among the types is missing or moot for the type decisions within a cluster. When the objective evidence
is missing or moot for the criteria decisions A, B, and C, the default choice is the ‘No’ alternative.
Note also that no type ‘Other’ is offered, because each cluster has a designated default type for use
when the objective evidence is ambiguous. If some activity or process were done but what it was is
ambiguous from observation and the documentation evidence, then the overall default type is evaluative
because it typically is the most common type [1,35,36]. Of course, if observation and the other evidence
indicate that no activities or processes were done to or with the software other than those involved in
running it, then no type of software evolution or software maintenance occurred.
3.3. Support interface cluster
The A criterion decision ‘Did the activities change the software?’ is about the condition of the software
before and after the activity. If we read the objective evidence as ‘No’ (e.g., the software was used only
for reference), then we go to the support interface cluster consisting of type decisions A-1, A-2, and
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Decision tree for types.
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A-3, which because of their increasing impact are considered in that order. Evaluative is the default
type for this cluster.
The A-1 type decision is ‘Did the activities use the software as a subject for stakeholder training?’
This training type includes such activities as conducting classes for customer personnel, doing
training ranging from on-site on-the-job to vestibule on-the-road training, and using existing training
materials, since such materials are often derived from or are part of the documentation. Since changing
organizational environments, and customer and other personnel turnover are inevitable, the importance
of training has long been recognized [10].
The A-2 type decision is ‘Did the activities use the software as a basis for consultation?’ This
consultive type is very common because it involves such activities as fielding questions at a help desk
for customer personnel about the software, conferring with customer personnel or managers about the
effective use of a system or about the making of (proposed or possible) changes to the software, and
advising customers or managers or other stakeholders (or even researchers) about the likely time, cost,
activities, or effort needed to do requested or contemplated evolution or maintenance work.
The A-3 type decision is ‘Did the activities involve evaluating the software?’ This evaluative type is
a very common type because it involves such activities as auditing, searching, examining, regression
testing, studying, diagnostic testing, providing protected testing environments, calculating metrics
about, or creating an understanding of the software without changing the software (‘getting on the
outside of it’). Since in practice such evaluative processes typically account for more than half of
the person-hours expended in software evolution and software maintenance [35,36], we propose that
evaluative be deemed the appropriate dominant type only in instances where the aggregate of all of
the other types of maintenance is trivially small. However, this type is the default type for the support
interface cluster since it so commonly underlies other types.
3.4. Documentation cluster
If we read the objective evidence as ‘Yes’ for the lead-off A criterion decision (i.e., the software was
changed), then we go to the B criterion decision about the condition of the code. It is important to note
in making this B criterion decision that the code changed may not be in the system that was the original
focus of the work but in an associated system or one that either supplies data to the system or receives
data provided by the system. That is, the type may vary by system when a given effort ripples to or
involves more than one program or system.
If we read the objective evidence as ‘No’ for the B criterion decision ‘Did the activities change the
code?’, then we go to the documentation cluster consisting of type decisions B-1 and B-2, which
because of their increasing impact are considered in that order. Activities in this cluster usually build
upon activities in the software interface cluster.
The B-1 decision is ‘Did the activities make the non-code documentation conform more closely to
the stakeholder-stated needs?’ This reformative type restyles or reformulates or refines the non-code
documentation by changing its form while leaving the code untouched. This involves such activities as
altering the format or coverage of a user manual, preparing training materials, incorporating the effects
of a changed local standards manual, and changing the form or format of the non-code documentation
by modifying the use of a CASE tool.
The B-2 decision is ‘Did the activities make the non-code documentation conform more closely
to the system as implemented?’ This updative type involves updating the content and coverage, and
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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polishing the non-code documentation by such activities as replacing obsolete non-code documentation
with current accurate documentation, and filling in gaps in the non-code documentation such as by
incorporating test plans, narrative overviews, UML models, etc., without changing the code. This
updative type is the default type for the documentation cluster.
3.5. Software properties cluster
If we read the objective evidence as ‘Yes’ for the B criterion decision (i.e., the code was changed), then
we go to the C criterion decision that asks about the changes in the system functionality sensible
by the customer. The C criterion decision is ‘Did the activities change the customer-experienced
functionality?’ If we read the objective evidence as ‘No’ for the C criterion decision, then we go to the
software properties cluster consisting of the C-1, C-2, C-3, and C-4 type decisions, which because of
their increasing impact are considered in that order. In this cluster, note that the code changes do change
the system or software properties—e.g., refactoring—but do not change functionality as experienced by
the customer. Activities in this cluster usually build upon activities in the support interface cluster and
trigger activities in the documentation cluster. Adaptive is the default type for the software properties
cluster.
The C-1 type decision is ‘Did the activities change maintainability or security?’ This groomative
type involves source code grooming activities, such as doing recompilations, replacing components
or algorithms with more elegant ones, creating code backups, changing personal or level
access authorizations, changing source code comments or annotation lines, changing data naming
conventions, altering code readability or understandability, providing less-cryptic error messages, and
preparing source code for pretty-printing. Such ‘anti-regressive’ [37] source code grooming activities
yield current results that sometimes relate to the interaction of the system and its environment, and the
supporting infrastructure and operating procedures, but do not alter performance properties. The results
of such activities are rarely directly sensible by the customer. Their major impact is on maintainability.
For instance, a major U.S.A. site that has routinely used inspections in its quality assurance processes
found that 93% of the inspection-triggered changes to the source code improved maintainability, and
that more than two-thirds of them were groomative [38].
The C-2 type decision is ‘Did the activities avoid or reduce future maintenance activities?’ This
preventive type involves making changes that do not alter either the existing customer-experienced
functionality or the existing technology or resources utilized. A recent example was much of the Y2K
work done. The results of such preventive activities are rarely directly sensible by the customer. The
preventive type sometimes is an administrative tool for managing work load or budget allocations or
stakeholder relations. This type is sometimes done on a planned or ‘scheduled’ basis. Participation
in software reuse efforts, some of which may involve using COTS, can be of the preventive type
if they are relevant for an existing used system. Since the forecasting of future problems is usually
imprecise and often only partially accurate, work that is classified when done as preventive may, with
the benefit of subsequent additional evidence, be classified differently, usually as groomative, adaptive,
or enhancive. The IEEE Glossary defines preventive maintenance in an intention-based manner from
a hardware perspective [14, p. 57]. A six-person panel at ICSM 2000 focused on software preventive
maintenance, but did not reach a consensus on what it is or how to define or measure it [39].
The C-3 type decision is ‘Did the activities alter software performance characteristics or properties?’
This performance type involves such processes as reducing the amount of internal storage used,
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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improving system up time, reducing the duration of out-of-service periods, speeding execution as by
replacing components or algorithms with faster ones, and improving system reliability and robustness.
The change in such properties is often sensible by the customer. This type is sometimes done on a
planned or ‘scheduled’ basis.
The C-4 type decision is ‘Did the activities change the technology or resources used?’ This adaptive
type involves such processes as making the system work on a different platform or with a changed
operating system or with a different kind of database, reallocating functions among components or
subsystems, increasing COTS utilization, changing communication protocols supported, altering the
system’s interoperability, and changing design and implementation practices such as moving to objectoriented technology. Such activities often change system properties sensible by the customer. Note that
this adaptive type does not change the existing customer-experienced functionality, but, like the other
types in this cluster, does change the system properties or characteristics. This type is sometimes done
on a planned or ‘scheduled’ basis. In this software properties cluster, adaptive is the default type.
3.6. Business rules cluster
If we read the evidence as ‘Yes’ for the C criterion decision (i.e., the customer-experienced
functionality was changed), then we go to the business rules cluster consisting of the D-1, D-2, and D3 type decisions, which because of their increasing impact are considered in that order. The activities
here are among the most frequent and most significant in software evolution and maintenance, and
usually rely upon an extensive supportive use of activities from the other clusters. All three types are
sometimes done on a planned or ‘scheduled’ basis. The default type in this cluster is enhancive.
The D-1 type decision is ‘Did the activities restrict or reduce the customer-experienced
functionality?’ This reductive type, of particular significance for software evolution, involves limiting
or eliminating some business rules from the implemented repertoire, as by replacing or constraining or
removing part or all of some components or algorithms or subsystems. Data flows may be eliminated
or reduced. This type as a dominant type is relatively rare, especially with embedded software because
of the installed base, and when dominant is most often done in support of an organizational spin-off or
merger when as a consequence a reduced set of business rules are thereafter used by the customer.
The D-2 type decision is ‘Did the activities fix the customer-experienced functionality or make it
more correct?’ This corrective type involves refining and making more specific the implementation
of the existing business rules to handle exceptions and mishandled cases better, usually by adding
additional precision to the internal logic of some components or algorithms or subsystems, or
by adding more defensive programming. This reactive ‘fix-it’ type removes defects (‘bugs’) such
as those from design shortfalls or coding errors. The type is restorative of the prior customerexperienced functionality by compensating for invalid assumptions and for oversight ripple changes in
the data handled by the system’s interacting systems and supporting infrastructure, and sometimes by
compensating for changes in the customer’s milieu that have changed data availability. The corrective
type is done sometimes on a request basis, sometimes ad hoc on an ‘emergency’ basis, and sometimes
(as noted above) on a planned or ‘scheduled’ basis. A detailed taxonomy covering some of the activities
done in the corrective type is given in [40].
The D-3 type decision is ‘Did the activities replace, add to, or extend the customer-experienced
functionality?’ This enhancive type, of particular significance for software evolution, implements
changes and additions to the repertoire of software-implemented business rules, as by inserting new
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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components, algorithms, or subsystems, and altering existing ones to enlarge or extend their scope.
New data flows may be added and existing data flows may be redirected. The changes may affect
any part of a system’s functionality as experienced by the system’s customers, including the levels of
data digestion or abstraction, and privacy and security facilities. Because of the typically increasing
complexity of customers’ operations, the enhancive type is usually the most common and most
significant, subject to the caveat noted earlier about the evaluative type. Enhancive is the default type
for the business rules cluster.
4. APPLICATION
Table I, presented previously, summarizes a comparison of our proposal with five other ways of
distinguishing types of software maintenance. Our proposal is a classification based upon objective
evidence about activities.
Maintainers do their work differently in different organizations and in different work assignments.
Hence, in seeking activities to observe and in seeking objective evidence of activities for identifying
types of software evolution and software maintenance, some preparation can save time and improve
accuracy. Three preparation actions are normally worthwhile:
• ascertaining what activities are specified by the local standard operating practices (SOP) manual
or equivalent if any, and the extent to which its dictates are and have been enforced;
• determining what are and have been the documentation practices; the documentation situation is
often similar or tied to the activities noted in the SOP;
• obtaining access to relevant documentation; documentation may be centralized or dispersed, hard
copy or soft, existent or missing, filed, loaned out, in use, archived, etc.
With a variety of activities carried out, many of the types of software evolution and software
maintenance can to some degree be observed, even when some particular type appears to be dominant.
The question then is what are the relationships among the types? Figure 3 illustrates the relationships
in a simple manner, where those higher up are more significant because they have more impact on the
customer or the software or both. The key to understanding the relationships goes back to the three
criteria decisions A, B, and C. All three must always be asked. Responding ‘No’ to any one of them
identifies a respective cluster of types where at least one of the type decisions may earn a ‘Yes’ for
some type. It also for the A and B criteria decisions takes us on to ask the next criterion decision, B or
C respectively. In addition, responding either ‘No’ or ‘Yes’ to either the B or C criteria decision is also
effectively invoking the ‘No’ response cluster associated with the A or B criteria decisions respectively.
While that explanation sounds complicated, the process is simple—it is just how far we ride up in
Figure 3, which is equivalent to sweeping through portions of the tree in Figure 2. Consider an example.
A maintainer, after studying the documentation including the source code, rewrote the source code for
one module, and without changing any other documentation, compiled the revised module, tested it,
and installed it in the production library. The only consequence the customer saw was a faster response
time.
Question: what type of software evolution or software maintenance was this? From the evidence
reported, criterion A is ‘Yes’, criterion B is ‘Yes’, and criterion C is ‘No’. In the properties cluster, the
evidence gives us a ‘Yes’ for the performance type in the software properties cluster. But the evidence
also points to the evaluative type and it is in the support interface cluster. Note also that this example
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Figure 3. Relationships among types, where E indicates software evolution, and M indicates software maintenance.

does also qualify as software evolution as well as software maintenance. In Figure 3, we locate the two
types, and note that performance is higher than evaluative. This means that we would have expected
in this example to see evidence of the training, consultive, reformative, updative, groomative, and
preventive types, but no evidence of the adaptive, reductive, corrective, or enhancive types.
This helps us ask potentially fruitful questions. Are the missing types missing because of oversight
in observation or in examining the objective evidence, or because they indicate activities not done?
Was it right that no customer training was needed, or that neither the supervisor or the customer was
consulted with? How was the work authorized? Has the supervision of the maintainer been lax? Have
the directions in the local SOP manual been slighted? Why have the test results not been put into the
documentation? Was the budget or schedule too lean to get all the work done? Was there a follow-on
project to fill in the missing pieces, like updating the documentation? With work like this, what is the
effect upon software maintainability, and is that what the organization wants?
Consider another example. Two maintainers were assigned to take care of a change request. They
examined the system to estimate what portions would be affected for the customer’s proposed changes,
and then conferred with their manager and the customer about the likely level of effort (cost and time)
required. The result was some negotiation with their manager and the customer and about the deadline
and scope of the project before the approval came to go ahead. The maintainers first put in time in
building comprehension of both the client and the two servers comprising the system, updated part
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of the documentation, replaced a system chart with a UML static view, and generated some new data
layouts. With the to-be-changed portion of the client software targeted, the maintainers cleaned up
an instance of initialization coding without changing its function, obtained faster response from the
database server by changing the date representation needed for access, and reduced the performance
delays the customer had expressed some concern about by increasing the application server’s queue’s
capacity. Focusing on the customer’s proposed changes, the maintainers deleted the code that treated
returning former suppliers separately, and inserted data definitions and code to process data on a new
class of suppliers. Also, the maintainers fixed the irregular truncation of place names the customer
had complained about in passing. Finally, the maintainers prepared a change to the user manual, and
showed the customer liaison person how to be sure that instances of the new class of suppliers were
properly flagged. After compiling, testing, and debugging the software, the maintainers ran regression
tests in order to get acceptance by SQA (software quality assurance) and IS (information systems)
auditing. The maintainers informed their manager that the assignment was ready for release, and that
with their manager’s approval, the modified software was ready to be put into production with an update
of the configuration management data. The maintainers also reported to their manager a less than a 1%
increase in system size and no change in the average cyclomatic number for the software modules.
Question: what type of software evolution or software maintenance was this? All three responses
on the criteria decisions are ‘Yes’ so the example qualifies as both software evolution and software
maintenance. When we examined the documentation before and after, what stood out most? From the
sketch given and using Figures 2 and 3, we can find evidence of 11 types with only the preventive
type not supported by the evidence. Even though getting a grasp on the code and regression testing the
work appeared to have accounted for the most person-hours (evaluative), what had the most software
and business impact was the minor increase in functionality gained by the customer. Therefore, within
the business rules cluster, we seek the type that yields the best fit with the evidence. In this example,
enhancive is the dominant type of both software evolution and software maintenance. Note, however,
that both practitioners and their managers, as well as researchers, may be interested in all of the types
individually identifiable in any given work situation, for the insight and management opportunities they
may reveal, such as noted in the previous example.
Finally, consider still another example. A maintainer was assigned to install three upgraded COTS
components, the first of which implements a hardware upgrade. Each COTS component was received
from a different vendor, but all are used in one system. In attempting the installation on the test version
of the system, the maintainer found that one of the upgrades was incompatible with the other two, and
that those other two would not work with the existing in-use version of the third. After considerable
diagnostic testing runs, and obtaining an ‘its your problem’ response from the vendor of the third
component, the maintainer got approval to write a wrapper for one of the upgraded COTS components
in order to fit with the continued use of the existing version of the third component. After successful
regression testing, the maintainer had the configuration management data updated and the new wrapper
recorded. The change, since it would be nearly transparent to the customer, was put into production at
the time of the next scheduled release of a version of the system, and the documentation was updated.
Question: what type of software evolution or software maintenance was this? The responses on
the three criteria questions were A ‘Yes’, B ‘Yes’, and C ‘No’. The evidence supports the consultive,
evaluative, updative, and adaptive types of software maintenance as having being done, and qualifies
as an instance of software evolution. As Figure 3 indicates, the dominant type here was adaptive.
Management is likely to be interested in seeing how the personnel time was spent across the various
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types in maintaining this COTS-using system. A finer granularity view can help in the management of
the personnel skill resources available in relation to other resource availability and the demands from
other work being done.
We offer Appendix B as an assistance in assessing observations on software evolution and software
maintenance activities and the documentation evidence for such activities. Appendix B is organized
in three sets of columns. The left column shows the type name, the middle column shows ticks for
each relevant cluster, and the right column lists the activity. Appendix B is ordered alphabetically
by the activity, and the listing is far from exhaustive. Since activities can be described in multiple
ways, sometimes the same activity is listed in different ways, such as ‘regression testing’ and ‘testing,
regression’, or such as ‘comprehending the system’ and ‘grasping the system’.
5. DISCUSSION
The term ‘evolution’ has been used since the early 1960s to characterize the growth dynamics
of software. Halpern [11] in 1964 applied it to software implementing programming systems, for
example. The term ‘evolution’ in relation to application systems took hold more slowly, with an
early mention being in 1970 and a paper being published the next year [41]. In 1985, Lehman and
Belady, keying off their study of several major systems, identified five laws of evolution as intrinsic
to ‘E-system’ software—i.e., software being used in real-world domains and having stakeholders—
because of evolutionary pressures present during development and during the continuing processes
aimed at maintaining the system and its cost-effectiveness and acceptability to its stakeholders within
a changing environment [34]. Responding to these pressures typically results in an asymmetric or
clumpy growth in system functionality [42]. Software evolution has been further studied and three
additional laws describing its phenomenology at a high level have been advanced [43]. Low-level and
mid-level descriptions of it have drawn primarily from studies of software maintenance [44,45]. Some
studies have focused on techniques for accomplishing software change (the ‘how’), and others on the
phenomena of software change and its drivers and consequences (the ‘why’) [46].
As Bennett and Rajlich have pointed out, software evolution currently has no one widely accepted
definition, but some researchers and a small proportion of practitioners currently use the term ‘software
evolution’ as a preferred substitute for the term ‘software maintenance’ [19,47]. Others prefer a narrow
view that software evolution occurs when either enhancive or reductive maintenance is carried out
[34,43]. The current common view ([12], and see Figure 3) is that software evolution occurs when
the software maintenance done is of the enhancive, corrective, or reductive types (any of the business
rules cluster), or it changes software properties sensible by the customer, i.e., it is of the adaptive
or performance types. This objective-evidence basis for identifying software evolution is, we believe,
easier to apply and generally more useful than an intentions-based typology.
The term ‘maintenance’ has been a term used for making deliberate modifications of the software
part of systems implemented at least in part with software, since the early 1960s. The terms ‘change’
or ‘modification’ were common if the activities were done by the personnel who had done the original
development of the software [48,49]. ‘Maintenance’ was associated with change or modification made
by other personnel to existing software for which they had not carried out the development. In the
1973 to 1975 time frame, IBM reorganized the way it supported making changes to its software
products and helping customers use them, largely freeing the development personnel from subsequent
support activities. That model has continued to influence the group of activities that comprise ‘software
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maintenance’, although many other terms have been and are being used as substitutes for ‘software
maintenance’, such as ‘operational support’ or ‘continuous development’.
Both increased competition and the Internet are increasing the need for fast software evolution and
software maintenance. As time to market and organizational responsiveness become more important,
software modification activities and processes using them are being adapted to gain faster change.
However, just substituting new current data into the software supporting the web site (effectively just
changing values of the input data for processing) no more qualifies as either maintenance or evolution
than does handling batch data arising from sales paid for by credit card tenders.
Sometimes quick maintenance is required. For example, an organization active in international
politics may have to modify how it presents data on its web site several times during a day. To the
webmaster and the maintainer support staff, the situation often appears like continuous change in the
software, with releases made on-the-fly. What the customer can access from one hour to the next
may be very different, including its form and content, with still or video graphics, sound or none,
animation or none, changed colours, and in varied layouts. Less severe but usually at a larger scale
are business or government organizations that have to make fast responses to changing environmental
or competitive conditions, such as in modifying systems to support new products or services, and
revised terms of product or service availability. Without updated software meeting customers’ current
needs, the organization becomes vulnerable to falling behind its competition [50]. Our proposed types
of software evolution and software maintenance are as applicable to such quick response software
evolution and software maintenance situations as they are to the common traditional situations and to
embedded software modification.
Our proposed types of software evolution and software maintenance can extend, as noted earlier,
into what has been called software ‘development’. For example, while producing the initial version of
a system, correcting an oversight logic bug detected during unit testing qualifies as corrective software
maintenance (the correction was to existing software), but not as software evolution (the correction
was in a first version of the system and not used by the customer). Narrowly, development has been
the initial creation of a system implemented with software written from scratch. Yet in practice in
industry, business, and government a broader usage is common. The broader usage includes creating
systems assembled from components (such as COTS) with some interactions among the components
mediated by freshly written middleware, wrappers, or ‘glue code’. And the broader usage also includes
classifying as development all software projects estimated to require more than some specified amount
of either person time or calendar time. We have seen the person-time threshold set as low as half a
person-day, and the calendar-time threshold set as low as one calendar day. Low thresholds result in
officially classifying most software maintenance projects as instances of development, but in terms of
the activities done and what they are done on or with, they are still actually software maintenance.
Business rules pervade software [51,52]. While this is easily and widely recognized in some specific
domains, such as in payroll processing, it is far less obvious in many others. For example, the
management and performance of a GUI are mostly implementations of business rules. When expressed
in software, a business rule has a simple underlying basic structure: a logical case predicate leading to
particular transformations. Each part becomes elaborated and customized to the situation, with nesting
common. In general, the data for the predicate have to be accessed and their values validated. Each
transformation takes in validated data ultimately traceable to the system’s input, and produces data
ultimately traceable to the system’s output. Hence, changes in the software expression of business
rules results in changes in the customer-experienced functionality, and they are its dominant effector.
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Because business rules affect how a customer accomplishes its/his/her mission, task, or function, they
may have proprietary or even trade secret status. Our proposal classifies the activities making such
changes into three types, reductive, corrective, and enhancive, all in the business rules cluster.
Our proposed types of software evolution and software maintenance are independent of one of
the concerns expressed in the ontology report [3], the matter termed there as ‘scenarios’. The types
proposed here cut through not only the two scenarios treated in that report, but also nearly all of the
possible scenarios, assuming that neither total outsourcing nor the combination of total retirement and
replacement are regarded as either evolution or maintenance.
Also, what the ontology report [3] terms ‘modification activity’ is found in the types comprising
our documentation, software properties, and business rules clusters. What the ontology paper terms
‘investigation activity’ is split in our proposal. The general investigation activities are in the evaluation
type in the support interface cluster. The focused ones, depending upon their focus, are in the types
comprising our documentation, software properties, and business rules clusters.
The choice of names for the types of software evolution and software maintenance has been a
matter of concern. The ‘support interface’ cluster, for example, got its name because some of the
activities in the types are at the interface between the maintainers and other maintainers, managers of
maintainers, and the system stakeholders, especially the customers. Projects are started and finished in
these activities, and the continuing supportive training, assistance, and consultation are here too.
On names for the types, we followed the lead of Swanson [8], preferring to use adjectives ending in
. . . ive. This has led us to coin a term ‘groomative’, that we offer as an adequately descriptive adjective
for grooming the software. Also, we have dropped ‘perfective’ to make our proposal more precise
and useful both to practitioners and their managers, and to researchers. We recognize that previous
attempts at the redefinition of terms have been widely ignored, as for example [14,15,28]. We hope
that our proposal will be better accepted and be found to be useful.
Also, we have redefined the meaning of two terms used by Swanson [8], ‘adaptive’ and ‘corrective’
by eliminating the intention component and narrowing the applicability to software properties and
business rules respectively. We propose these two redefinitions in spite of realizing that the many
previous attempts to modify the intentional definitions of ‘adaptive’ and ‘corrective’ have not been
greeted with success, and that our proposal may contribute to further confusion. We persist in these
two redefinition proposals for three reasons:
• we believe the acceptance of two newly coined terms for these types of maintenance would
probably gain even less acceptance;
• the terms help provide some continuity with popular usage, as noted earlier; and
• these two types, corrective and adaptive, along with enhancive, get the most attention.
Furthermore, we have not used the term ‘features’ because its current varied meanings seem well
entrenched. Thus, a feature may be an aspect of the system functionality experienced by the customer. It
may be a group of software behaviours. It may be a system property, such as running under a particular
version of a particular operating system. A feature may even be an unfixed software defect or ‘bug’ in
the view either of some customers or of some software suppliers.
Finally, we point out a major limitation of our proposal. As a detailed analysis can easily show, the
use of the proposed criteria decisions even in their three levels can lead to far more than just a dozen
types, if additional type decisions be inserted. With the classification we propose, specialized situations
will likely warrant identifying subtypes. For example, one manager told us he considers evaluative as a
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combination of three subtypes: familiarization, testing, and annual system auditing, because these are
relevant in his organization in the management and accounting or personnel time utilization. Identifying
subtypes permits customization that can make our proposal more flexible and useful.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper on types of software evolution and software maintenance, we have proposed:
• recognizing types based on objective evidence, instead of based on intentions;
• pointing to the software, the code, and the customer-experienced functionality as key
determinants of the types;
• providing a somewhat finer granularity for the types, with four named general types (as
‘clusters’) instead of the current total of three types (corrective, adaptive, and perfective);
• providing a detailed granularity for the types, with 12 named types;
• identifying observable activities or evidence that distinguish the 12 named types;
• extending type applicability to both software evolution and software maintenance;
• organizing the types to reflect their business process and software impacts; and
• approaching the classification of activities in an illuminating way for practitioners and their
managers, as well as for researchers.
We rely on a common observation for the defence of our choice of objective evidence about activities
as the basis for the classification. Carrying out different activities well calls upon different skill sets. In
practice, because of human variability, different people with their different skill sets achieve different
results, different qualities of results, and they achieve them with different productivities and at different
speeds. Results, quality, productivity, and time taken are key concerns of maintainers, their managers,
and empirical researchers. Our types proposal helps these people communicate more effectively about
those key concerns, as we have shown in Section 4.
While we summarize in Appendix A our working definitions of some terms, our proposal in
this paper does more than distinguish types of software evolution and software maintenance. It also
effectively offers definitions of both software evolution and software maintenance as being processes
which are recognizable, given the context, from their constituent activities.
APPENDIX A. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
We found that some definitions helped us communicate more clearly in working out and using our
proposed classification. We summarize our working definitions below:
• software or computer software—the non-hardware part, including associated documentation,
of a system being implemented or implemented in part with a computer or an embedded
processor [53];
• software maintenance or maintenance—the deliberate application of activities and processes,
whether or not completed, to existing software that modify either the way the software directs
hardware of the system, or the way the system (of which the software is a part) contributes to the
business of the system’s stakeholders, together with the associated quality assurance activities
and processes, and with the management of the activities and processes, and often done in the
context of software evolution (note that, in contrast to the IEEE Glossary definition [14] and the
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IEEE maintenance standard definition [23], ‘post-deployment’ or ‘after-delivery’ status for the
software is not part of our definition; activities involving existing software during ‘development’
before its delivery (sometimes called turnover or transition) qualify as software maintenance
activities [54], but may not qualify as software evolution activities);
software evolution—the application of software maintenance activities and processes that
generate a new operational software version with a changed customer-experienced functionality
or properties from a prior operational version, where the time period between versions may last
from less than a minute to decades, together with the associated quality assurance activities and
processes, and with the management of the activities and processes; sometimes used narrowly
as a synonym for software maintenance, and sometimes used broadly as the sequence of states
and the transitions between them of software from its initial creation to its eventual retirement
or abandonment;
documentation—the human-readable text and/or graphics (tangible such as on paper and
intangible such as displayed on a monitor) specifying or describing computer software (e.g.,
requirements, data layouts, configuration management listings, regression test plans, change
requests or work orders, user manuals, source code, etc.);
non-code documentation—all documentation except the code;
source code—this subset of the documentation is the human-readable form of the directions to
the computer or processor that can be translated, compiled or interpreted to produce object code,
microcode, or machine language useable by the hardware in producing the functionality and
performance of the system;
code—the source code and/or object code and/or machine code and/or microcode;
stakeholder—the person, persons, part or parts of an organization, organization, or customer that
has an interest in and may be affected by the functionality or performance of a system;
customer—the person, persons, part or parts of an organization, or organization that uses the
functionality or performance of a system for satisfying its goals, mission, or function (i.e.,
accomplishing its business), and is usually the primary stakeholder of the system;
user—a customer or one of the personnel of a customer;
customer-experienced functionality—the collection of system functions apparent to the
customer; or the features and facilities provided to the customer by the system and implemented
through the data provided by or on behalf of the customer to the system, and the data provided
to or on behalf of the customer from the system, together with the timing and conditions under
which the data flows occur between the system and the customer (such as responding to a query
about the quantity of obsolete stock on hand); as distinct from data and/or services provided to
or done by or for the system undetectable by the customer (such as the lengthening of an internal
stack from a push of a subroutine address onto it);
business—the work a person or organization does, such as a profession or occupation, and with
which the person or organization is occupied, such as doing research, collecting taxes, measuring
solar flares, refining petroleum, etc. (note that we do not limit the use of the term ‘business’ to
only for-profit work such as selling souvenirs to tourists);
business rule—a step or set of steps in a process or procedure or guide (algorithmic or heuristic)
used by a customer for doing its business, work, or function, and often embodied in whole or in
part in the software of a system [51,55], as for example, how much of a particular stock item to
reorder and when to reorder it, or how to select the font style for names in a research report; and
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• software property—a static or dynamic characteristic or attribute of a system or of its
performance, such as its speed, its size, its language of implementation, its design methodology,
its use of information technology resources, its recovery facility, etc.; sometimes called system
property or system characteristic.
APPENDIX B. TYPES FOR SOME FREQUENTLY OBSERVED ACTIVITIES
In Table B1, the activities are listed in alphabetic sequence in the right-hand column. The columns to
the left show the cluster and the type within that cluster for each item in the right-hand column. The list
of activities is far from exhaustive; only some of the more frequently observed activities are listed. The
word ‘functionality’ is used as a shortening of the phrase ‘customer-experienced functionality’. The
clusters are: SI—support interface, D—documentation, SP—software properties, and BR—business
rules.
Table B1. Type and cluster for some frequently observed activities.
Cluster
Type

SI

D

SP

BR

Activity

Enhancive
Enhancive
Groomative
Performance
Needs specifics
Groomative
Consultive
Consultive
Corrective
Evaluative
Groomative
Preventive

—
—
—
—
—
—
✓
✓
—
✓
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
✓
✓
—
✓
—
—
—
—
✓
✓

✓
✓
—
—
—
—
—
—
✓
—
—
—

A
Adding component or algorithm implementing functionality
Algorithm replacement, adding or changing functionality
Algorithm replacement, functionality, properties unchanged
Algorithm replacement, properties added or changed
Analysing done (as a part of what activities?)
Annotation in code, revision, or addition
Answering questions about the software
Assisting personnel about the software
Assumption modified or replaced
Auditing the software or information system
Authorizing changes for personnel security
Avoiding future maintenance by taking pre-emptive action

Updative
Corrective
Enhancive
Corrective
Reductive
Enhancive

—
—
—
—
—
—

✓
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

B
Backup creation or replacement or update of documentation
Bug fixing where code deemed to have been working OK
Business rule added
Business rule fixed that had been deemed as working OK
Business rule removed
Business rule replaced

Evaluative
Reformative
Training
Groomative
Updative

✓
—
✓
—
—

—
✓
—
—
✓

—
—
—
✓
—

—
—
—
—
—

C
Calculating metrics as on complexity, through-put, etc.
CASE tool usage change for non-code documentation
Class instruction, done or received, from existing materials
Code clean up or styling change
Code backup creation or replacement or update
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Table B1. Continued.
Cluster
Type

SI

D

SP

BR

Activity

Needs specifics
Corrective
Groomative
Adaptive
Enhancive
Groomative
Performance
Evaluative
Consultive
Groomative
Evaluative
Updative
Needs specifics
Evaluative
Enhancive
Groomative
Performance
Adaptive
Reformative

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
✓
✓
—
✓
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
—
—
✓

—
—
✓
✓
—
✓
✓
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
—
✓
✓
✓
—

—
✓
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—

Coding done (as a part of what activities?)
Coding error fixed where had been deemed as working OK
Comments in the code, added or revised or restyled
Communication protocols changed
Components replacement, adding or changing functionality
Components replacement, functionality, properties unchanged
Components replacement, properties added or changed
Comprehending the software, system, work order, etc.
Conferring about software, work order, or change request
Configuration file changed
Configuration management data changed, corrected, updated
Content conforming change made in non-code documentation
Conversion of data format, layout, data codes (part of what?)
Conversion of system status from development to maintenance
COTS component functionality changed
COTS component, no change in functionality or technology
COTS component performance changed
COTS component, technology or resources changed
Coverage of user manual, non-code documentation changed

Adaptive
Enhancive
Reductive
Corrective
Needs specifics
Needs specifics
Needs specifics
Corrective
Adaptive
Needs specifics
Evaluative
Needs specifics
Updative
Performance
Performance

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
✓
—
—

✓
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
✓
✓

—
✓
✓
✓
—
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

D
Databases changed or added
Data flow added or redirected
Data flow eliminated or reduced
Data flow fixed that had been deemed as working OK
Data layout done (as a part of what activities?)
Debugging (as a part of what activities?)
Defensive programming or defensive design (use on what?)
Design defect fixed where had been deemed OK
Design methodology changed, code changed to implement
Designing done (as a part of what activities?)
Diagnostic testing
Documenting done (as a part of what activities?)
Documenting done with kind undetermined
Down time frequency or duration or severity changed
Duration of out-of-service changed

Evaluative
Corrective
Groomative
Consultive
Needs specifics
Evaluative
Enhancive

✓
—
—
✓
—
✓
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
✓
—
—
—
—

—
✓
—
—
—
—
✓

E
Environment for testing set up or changed
Error fixed where code had been deemed as working OK
Error message changed
Estimating working time, cost, resources, or computer time
Examining test results (what kind of testing?)
Examining the software, work order, operating situation, etc.
Exception handling changed
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Table B1. Continued.
Cluster
Type

SI

D

SP

BR

Corrective
Adaptive
Performance
Performance

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
✓
✓
✓

✓
—
—
—

Exception handling fixed where had been deemed OK
Execution mode changed (e.g., to distributed)
Execution speed changed
External storage utilization changed

Evaluative
Evaluative
Reformative
Preventive

✓
✓
—
—

—
—
✓
—

—
—
—
✓

—
—
—
—

F
Familiarization with the software, work order, resources, etc.
Field testing done
Form of non-code documentation changed
Future maintenance avoidance by pre-emptive action

Updative
Evaluative
Evaluative
Updative
Evaluative
Groomative
Reformative

—
✓
✓
—
✓
—
—

✓
—
—
✓
—
—
✓

—
—
—
—
—
✓
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

G
Gaps, filling in non-code documentation
Gathering data about the system and its software
Getting on the outside of the software or work order
Graphic non-code documentation updating
Grasping the system
Grooming the code
Grooming the non-code documentation

Consultive
Evaluative

✓
✓

—
—

—
—

—
—

H
Help desk service provided
Handoff or handover of system to maintenance

Enhancive
Evaluative
Training
Needs specifics
Performance
Adaptive
Corrective

—
✓
✓
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
✓
✓
—

✓
—
—
—
—
—
✓

I
Inserting component or algorithm implementing functionality
Install for operation or test run
Instruction done or received from existing materials
Integration testing (properties or business rules?)
Internal storage utilization changed
Interoperability changed
Invalid assumption modified or replaced

Consultive

✓

—

—

—

J
Joint maintenance activities with customer personnel

Needs specifics

—

—

—

—

K
Kick out of errors (what kind of testing?)

Groomative
Groomative
Reformative
Groomative

—
—
—
—

—
—
✓
—

✓
✓
—
✓

—
—
—
—

L
Level of security authorization change
Linkage library file changed
Local SOP manual change, adapting non-code documentation
Local SOP manual change, code styling
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Table B1. Continued.
Cluster
Type

SI

D

SP

BR

Consultive
Groomative
Evaluative
Updative
Adaptive
Performance

✓
—
✓
—
—
—

—
—
—
✓
—
—

—
✓
—
—
✓
✓

—
—
—
—
—
—

M
Making estimates for managers, customers, etc.
Message changed about errors
Metrics collection or calculation
Model revision in non-code documentation
Mode of execution changed (e.g., to distributed)
Mode of use changed (e.g., to multi-user)

Updative
Updative
Reformative

—
—
—

✓
✓
✓

—
—
—

—
—
—

N
Narrative documentation updating
Non-code documentation, making conform to code
Non-code documentation, making fit customer stated need

Needs specifics
Updative
Training
Consultive
Consultive
Adaptive
Performance
Consultive
(mgt. assumed)
Consultive

—
—
✓
✓
✓
—
—
✓
—
✓

—
✓
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
✓
✓
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

O
Obsolete code removal or replacement (what was the effect?)
Obsolete non-code documentation removal or replacement
One-on-one teaching
On-the-job assistance given or received
On-site assistance provided or received
Operating system changed
Out of service durations changed
Outsourcing of maintenance, advising on
Outsourcing of maintenance, management of
Outsourcing of maintenance, routine interaction with

Adaptive
Groomative
Reformative
Reformative
Groomative
Preventive
Training
Evaluative
Corrective
Adaptive

—
—
—
—
—
—
✓
✓
—
—

—
—
✓
✓
—
—
—
—
—
—

✓
✓
—
—
✓
✓
—
—
—
✓

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
✓
—

P
Platforms changed, added or discontinued
Polishing the code
Polishing the non-code documentation
Preparing or revising training materials re a system
Pretty-printing of code
Problem avoidance by taking pre-emptive action
Product training, done or received
Program comprehension
Programming error fixed where been deemed as working OK
Protocols changed

Consultive

✓

—

—

—

Q
Query response, determining or making

Groomative
Reformative
Reformative
Adaptive

—
—
—
—

—
✓
✓
—

✓
—
—
✓

—
—
—
—

R
Readability, changing the code for
Readability, changing the non-code documentation for
Recompilation to get fresh source listing
Redevelopment of software portion of system
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Table B1. Continued.
Cluster
Type

SI

D

SP

BR

Activity

Needs specifics
Reformative
Reformative
Evaluative
Performance
Reductive
Enhancive
Updative
Consultive
Adaptive
Reformative
Consultive
Needs specifics
Preventive
Reformative
Updative
Reformative
Needs specifics
Performance

—
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
✓
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
✓
✓
—
—
—
—
✓
—
—
✓
—
—
—
✓
✓
✓
—
—

✓
—
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
✓
—
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
✓

—
—
—
—
—
✓
✓
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Refactoring (what was the result?)
Reformating documentation but not the code
Reformulating the non-code documentation
Regression testing
Reliability change
Removing component or algorithm implementing functionality
Replacing component or algorithm implementing functionality
Replacing obsolete non-code documentation content
Reporting to managers or stakeholders about the software
Resource change incorporated or implemented
Restyling the non-code documentation
Return of system from outsourcer
Reuse insertion in this system (what was the effect?)
Reuse, preparing software for, but involving this system
Revising the non-code documentation, but not updating it
Revising the non-code documentation by updating it
Revising or preparing training materials re a system
Rewriting software (what code, or non-code documentation?)
Robustness change

Evaluative
Groomative
Enhancive
Performance
Evaluative
Evaluative
Reformative
Groomative
Performance
Performance
Evaluative
Evaluative

✓
—
—
—
✓
✓
—
—
—
—
✓
✓

—
—
—
—
—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
—

—
✓
—
✓
—
—
—
✓
✓
✓
—
—

—
—
✓
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

S
Searching for things in the documentation
Security access changed
Security functions added or replaced
Service availability changed
Simulating operating conditions, as when testing
Software comprehension
SOP manual change, adapting non-code documentation to
SOP manual change, code styling
Speed of execution changed
Storage utilization changed
Stress testing
Studying the software, system, product, work order, etc.

Training
Adaptive
Needs specifics
Evaluative
Evaluative
Updative
Evaluative
Training
Reformative
Evaluative

✓
—
—
✓
✓
—
✓
✓
—
✓

—
—
—
—
—
✓
—
—
✓
—

—
✓
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

T
Teaching courses from existing materials
Technology change incorporated or implemented
Testing done (as a part of what activities?)
Testing, either diagnostic or regression
Testing environment set up or changed
Test plan incorporation in non-code documentation
Test plan preparation for regression or diagnostic testing
Training done or received
Training materials, preparation, or revision
Transfer of system, receiving from development
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Table B1. Continued.
Cluster
Type

SI

D

SP

BR

Activity

Consultive
Evaluative
Evaluative
Consultive

✓
✓
✓
✓

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

Transfer of system to outsourcer
Transition of system, receiving from development
Turnover of system, receiving from development
Turnover of system to outsourcer

Needs specifics
Adaptive
Updative
Enhancive
Groomative
Performance
Performance

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
✓
—
—
—
—

—
✓
—
—
✓
✓
✓

—
—
—
✓
—
—
—

U
Unit testing (re properties or business rules?)
Upgrading of platform, hardware or software
Updating of security documentation to reflect actual situation
Updating of security implementation but not personnel access
Updating of security re personnel access
Up time of system changed
Use mode changed (e.g., to multi-user)

Groomative

—

—

✓

—

V
Visibility changed into software

Corrective
Consultive
Needs specifics
Needs specifics

—
✓
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

✓
—
—
—

W
Work around created
Work around explained or distributed
Write code (as a part of what activities?)
Write documentation (as a part of what activities?)

Needs specifics

—

—

—

—

X
XP (extreme) software being changed (what done or how?)

Preventive

—

—

✓

—

Y
Y2K work that does not change externally seen functionality

Groomative

—

—

✓

—

Z
Zero-out or wipe clean of memory work area
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